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This Whitepaper is for Era Swap Network, Era Swap utility Token (“ES”) & Era Swap Ecosystem (“ESE”). Its purpose is solely
to provide prospective community members with information about the ES project, and it is not an offer or solicitation to
buy or sell securities of any kind, or to invest in any financial instruments. This Whitepaper is NOT a prospectus and should
not be relied upon to make any financial decisions. No person is bound to enter into any contract or binding legal
commitment in relation to ES’s services. The ownership of this token gives the community member access to the Era Swap
Ecosystem and its decentralized Peer to Peer multiple utility platforms. The ES tokens are not intended to constitute
securities in any jurisdiction. Securities law protection is not applicable to participants/stakers here because in ESN they
can exercise control over their funds and ES generating activity with their own efforts that will determine their success
whether or not the enterprise is successful.

Any agreements reached between the ES Promoter and prospective purchasers regarding the ES utility are solely
responsible for their own consent. The Era Swap holders or purchaser should not assume presume profit on their stakings
or holding ES as ES value completely rely upon the market forces due to its decentralized structure in a Peer-to-Peer
Network, and is not dependent on the Promoters/Developers efforts. 

The content in the white paper is subject to be updated, changed and omitted as per latest internal or external
technology development and dynamic market scenarios without any prior notice. ES platform will follow the best practice,
policies, and procedures intended to ensure legal and regulatory compliance in all jurisdictions within which it operates.
All ES members will be required to comply with the Know Your Customer (KYC), Anti-Money Laundering (AML) and
Combating Financing of Terrorism (CFT) norms with respect to the global standards. Era Swap Foundation reserves the
rights to upgrade, iterate, improvise the platform in future and move or add additional blockchain as and when required
for the benefit of the community.

DISCLAIMER



Problems Researched
Era Swap finds that the current market has many problems with the security &
privacy of an individual user. Some of the core problems with the current market
are deficiency of centralization, data shared to the third party, shared control of
data, giving third party permission, unemployment, lack of transparency, heavy
middlemen cost, third party transactional costs, unserved, underrserved,
underdeveloped, underdeveloped, expensive mining process, less usage of
blockchain, unbanked, expensive global payment gateways, manipulation,
convenience fees, so on.

Era Swap Mission
DApps Development with Era Swap Utility Token to make Charge-free protocol
for the secured peer-to-peer exchange of services and goods Globally 

Era Swap Vision
To be the most Affordable blockchain protocol for the people by the people

Era Swap White Paper: - https://eraswaptoken.io/pdf/eraswap_whitepaper.pdf

EraSwap Green Paper: -
https://eraswap.life/pdf/Era_Swap_Decentralized_Autonomous_Organization.pdf

Future Economy and Era Swap 
When we see the prospering economic model, they can be classified into three
economies. They include the sharing economy, candies economy & decentralized
economy. The participant's work format includes individual work, collaborative
work & collective work. Starting with the sharing economy, is mostly free,
reputation-driven, and work can be done individually or collaboratively. The
second type of economy is the candy economy which gives individuals some
revenue in the form of bounty, tips, or as revenue sharing for collaborative work.
The third one is the transformational all-new Decentralized economy that gives
next-level options like security, low-cost transactions, standardization, accuracy,
transparency, autonomy, voting power, and revenue sharing using smart
contracts. In a decentralized economy, people work collectively to reach the goals
of the organization as the top priority. 

https://eraswaptoken.io/pdf/eraswap_whitepaper.pdf
https://eraswap.life/pdf/Era_Swap_Decentralized_Autonomous_Organization.pdf


Era Swap is designed to be a future self-sustainable Economy powered by
Charge-free Blockchain Network that delivers privacy, security, and scalability. Era
Swap DAO is based on a Decentralized Structure where users interact and
exchange value peer-to-peer with Era Swap (ES) Utility Token.

Era Swap uses the consensus mechanism to align the interests of the users
towards the goals of the organization. Here, the Interests of the participant’s
members where Stakeholders are aligned towards the incentive rules tied to the
Era Swap native token. To approve proposals, stakeholders should vote to reach
the majority of 66% consensus in Era Swap DAO. Era Swap uses Web 3.0 i.e., 3rd
generation of the internet where the devices are connected in a decentralized
network rather than depending on the server-based databases.

No More Fee Worries
Era Swap offers charge-free transactions since 2020. In 2017, Era Swap had this
vision to engineer value to offer incentives and build a Charge-free network
model for the community which is a significant bottleneck for De-Fi Usage in Era
Swap Ecosystem as well as industry. After a successful test net in 2019, Era Swap
erupted as seamless successful Charge-free blockchain infrastructure providers
for any Web 3.0 based De-Fi Solutions.

Era Swap is a Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO) that is governed
by a set of software rules on Blockchain. Era Swap DAO uses a consensus
mechanism to reach the goals of the organization with its stakeholders. Era Swap
DAO will have 37 interlinked smart contracts / DApps stored in Era Swap
Blockchain Network with pre-defined tools that automatically execute when
certain conditions are met. The users can trust the outcome as accurate. Era
Swap DAO uses PoS Validators which do the management part in Era Swap
Network. TimeAlly Smart Contract is the governing protocol that rewards as per
the behaviors of participants present in the network.

Stake Holder is Owner
Era Swap DAO enables stake owner to have a single point of authentication and
authorization Autonomy that preclude the need for many centralized
administrators or middlemen costs. Era Swap DAO supports 66% consensus
management with PoS Validation by stake owners instead of any kind of legal
contract. The ownership and rewards are given in proportion to Era Swap
TimeAlly 1LT Stake holding, the supervision is done autonomously by Blokcee and
Kami software and independent contractors can be ecosystem workforce.
TimeAlly Smart Contract is the governing protocol that rewards as per the
behaviors of participants present in the network.



Environment-friendly blockchain
Being aware of that to run a standard proof of work blockchain protocol can be
demanding which is why with a lot of research, smart work, and time Era Swap
has developed a responsible and environment-friendly layer-2 blockchain
solution for the masses. This means stakeholders can mine Era Swap by simply
delegating their stakes to trusted validator nodes. Here Stakeholder can
participate in data validation without any technical expertise, special hardware,
taxing electricity consumption, dedicated air-conditioning, or high-speed Internet.
Stakeholders earn their monthly delegation share with no noise pollution, no
heat produced, no depreciation of infrastructure, no man management, no space
management, no human interference, no energy, and no time is wasted resulting
in minimal carbon footprint thus network runs with negligible damage to the
environment.

WHAT MAKES PROJECT
ERA SWAP UNIQUE?

Scalable, Stable, Transparent, Secured, and Reliable Blockchain Network
Charge-free Blockchain Network 
Environments friendly 
Speed (Currently 5 Sec per Block)
Single Sign-on to Entire ES Decentralized Ecosystem 
Ecosystem designed for multiple tasks and Day-to-day activities at one place
Era Swap Rewards & Incentivizing culture
Multi-Level KYC Verifications
PoS-based Blockchain
Kami – The Guardian of Era Swap Network
Merkle Swap – where you can convert your native tokens to Ethereum ERC20
and another way round 
Create & Launch New applications free of cost 
4 Staking Plans to Choose – 1LT, PET, TSAGP, and Angel 
Web and App Alpha Versions are live
Delivered accurate Staking rewards from 2019
Recorded 22,185,788 + charge-free transactions on Era Swap Blockchain.
Ecosystem with 35000+ Airdrop participants and 7000 Day Swappers Referral
program participants.  
Accuracy in distributing Era Swap Mining Rewards since Nov 2020
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Era Swap DAO has 3 engines namely Era Swap Decentralized Network (ESN),
Era Swap Decentralized Token (ES), Era Swap Decentralized Ecosystem (ESE)

SWAP TO NEXT ERA
WITH ERA SWAP

Era Swap Charge-free
Blockchain Network (ESN)
Era Swap Charge-free Blockchain Network allows multiple cloud computing users
to enter a loosely coupled Peer-to-Peer Smart Contract to mine Era Swap. ESN
leverages the decentralized security of Ethereum, and the scalability can be
achieved through a sidechain. ESN can give 500 Transactions in every 5-second at
99.99 % lower cost(Currently Free) than doing transactions on Ethereum
Blockchain. Era Swap Network currently allows 8600000+ Transactions per Day
which is further scalable to 43000000+ per Day in Beta Version, with a Block Time
of 5 Seconds. Era Swap Network has successfully mined 3097483 Blocks
Recorded 20000000+ Transactions at a zero-transaction cost as we speak, 

ESN Chain ID – 5197 - https://chainid.network/

https://eraswap.info/

ESN is Charge-free
Security 
Speed
Standardization
Accuracy
Transparency
Autonomy

BENEFITS OF ERA SWAP BLOCKCHAIN NETWORK

https://chainid.network/
https://eraswap.info/


Era Swap Decentralized
Autonomous Organization
(DAO) Architecture



Era Swap Utility Token
Era Swap Token is a decentralized utility token that allows holders for P2P
Exchange using Smart Contracts within Era Swap Decentralized Ecosystem. Era
Swap is a native token of Era Swap Network blockchain proof-of-stake Consensus
Protocol, designed to optimize utilization in Era Swap Decentralized Ecosystem &
Strengthen Decentralized Era Swap Network for long-term viability. It is utilized
for transactions, transaction fees, mining, and staking rewards on Era Swap
Network.

Utility Token HOwey Test of Era Swap. Era Swap is not a security
https://eraswaptoken.io/pdf/era-swap-howey-test-letter-august7-2018.pdf

https://eraswaptoken.io/ 

 Era Swap Token (ES) NRT Distribution: *NRT: Newly Released Tokens

All new tokens from the newly released token (NRT) will be released through
TimeAlly DApp as per the distribution chart. New Era Swap Supply reduces by 10%
every year from the previous year's supply.

In Burning Rule numbers of ES are permanently removed from ES circulation.
Token Burn sources - 10% ES collected from KYC Dapp, 10% ES of Fuel collected
from ecosystem platforms, unused rewards, destroyed staking when a borrower
chooses to default repayment of loan or interest

1 LifeTime (1%)

https://eraswaptoken.io/pdf/era-swap-howey-test-letter-august7-2018.pdf
https://eraswap.info/
https://eraswap.info/


On 15th March 2022

Max ES Supply - 9100000000
Available ES Supply - 2244027979
Total ES Supply - 2853077506
Total ES Burnt - 609049526 
Circulating Supply - 1382823444
ES holders - 16738 
Private sale - 110000000
Unsold Private sale stakes – 510000000
Initial Private Sale  – 3,92,517 USD
Returns Paid Back to Intial Investors Exit  – 6,54,195 USD
Founder Investment – 8,50,454 USD
Development Partner Companies -6 
Line of Codes – 10 million+
Count of Developers Contributed – 67
International Advisor – 57 
Current  Market Cap -  2,48,49891 USD
Fully Diluted Market Cap:  177,450,000.34 USD 

Above is the latest data, to get the updated stats you can visit: - 
https://eraswap.info/ and 
https://dashboard.eraswap.info/

https://eraswap.info/
https://dashboard.eraswap.info/


To explore in detail, visit https://eraswap.info

DEMAND PROJECTION FACTORS
OF ERA SWAP

*These illustrations are to give the tentative forecast assuming Era Swap Community is 0.002% of Global
\Userbase with 20% efficiency from 2022 to 2050. 

Terms & Conditions:
*Future is Unpredictable. Also, users can be participants on multiple platforms. These illustrations are to give tentative
forecast assuming Userbase from 2020 to 2050
*Considering NRT distribution chart only 50% of total NRT will come in ES Liquid
*NRT distribution shall reduce by 10% every year
*Burning limit of tokens is upto 2% of the total available tokens per month
*Liquid ES required per user is considered on 36 transactions per year with an average of 300 ES per transaction

https://eraswap.info/


Era Swap Ecosystem
Era Swap decentralized ecosystem is based on Web 3.0 where the devices are
connected in an Era Swap Decentralized Network rather than depending on
server-based databases. It intends to eliminate the need to involve a mutually
acceptable trusted third party for P2P Exchange using cost-efficient Era Swap
Blockchain Network (ESN). It consists of 14+ Interlined DApps, where ES utility
tokens can be utilized and exchanged.

The benefits of Web 3.0 are Anti-monopoly and Pro-privacy; Secure Network,
Data Ownership, No interruption in service, Permissionless Blockchain, Semantic
Web, Ubiquity, and more.

https://eraswap.life/

There is a total of 14+ ES Utility Platforms ready and more in making,
the followings are some of them, (Step by Step Guiding Video Links of
EraSwap Dapps with Website Links)

https://eraswap.life/


Swappers Wall – Blockchain-based Social Networking Platform where quality content
can be rewarded
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R0RHTE-Un-w
https://swapperswall.com/

Time Swappers – P2P Marketplace for service providers
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P_4G5wZEPnc
https://www.timeswappers.com/

BuzCafe – P2P Marketplace for Local Shops and Businesses to become Atmanirbhar
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1xMarsDy7lc 
https://www.buzcafe.com/

Day Swappers – In house affiliate marketing program to bring more and more users on-
board
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I4wA-O2LqV8
https://dayswappers.com/

BetDeEx – Prediction Platform where predictor and person who run contests can
increase their ES Counts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KRhG2_oqyX0
https://www.betdeex.com/

TimeAlly Solutions – Multiple Flexible Staking Options for users to stake in Era Swap
and increase ES Count. There is also an additional feature called IssTime Limit where you
can avail TimeAlly Loan

TimeAlly Club 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yG0UJM3IIVE 
https://timeallyclub.com/

TimeAlly 1LifeTimes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6HtYdUCcHc4 
https://www.timeally.io/

TimeAlly PET
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y0PetzOuuLA 
https://www.timeally.io/pet-new

TimeAlly TSGAP 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VN2PTD-cMIA
https://www.timeally.io/assurance

Era Swap Explorer – Era Swap Blockchain Explorer where you get Information, Stats,
Analytics, and more about ES and ESN in one place 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mV3aGzX7NQE
https://eraswap.info/

KYCDApp – All in one KYC-Stop to manage KYC Process of all marketplaces of Era Swap
Ecosystem
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ukq5w5bO5Sc&t=2s
https://kycdapp.com/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R0RHTE-Un-w
https://swapperswall.com/
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https://timeallyclub.com/
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CouponDApp – Transfer ES Tokens using Coupon Codes via Mail and Messaging
platforms like WhatsApp
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=okqPLwa5u9g
https://coupondapp.com/

CertiDApp – Blockchain-based Digital Certificate Issuers for Institutions
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yfKvbAJQ_eY
https://certidapp.com/

BookingDApp – Sell and Book event tickets in P2P
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ywfJ9h1lnCM
https://bookingdapp.com/

RentingDApp – Rent and Lease in P2P
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AUYopnXW6xM
https://rentingdapp.com/

CharityDApp – P2P Charity Platform where verified organizations and individuals can
raise funds for their Charitable Cause.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yTm5lN1X0sY
https://charitydapp.com/

Era Swap Cloud - P2P decentralized network for storing and sharing data in a distributed
IPFS enabling users to even buy and sell unused storage using ES.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YYlt7SySXc4
https://eraswap.cloud/

CureDApp - Here users can book appointment with doctors , keeps health records and
medical reports on blockchain securely.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3DUv-fGuIzs 
https://www.curedapp.com/

SurveysDApp - Organization and individual can opt for decentralized review and survey
on Blockchain
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bQ9KigMrNS0
https://surveysdapp.com/

Merkle Swap - Token Bridge for Era Swap Community to swap ES ERC20 Tokens (ES)
from Ethereum main net to Era Swap Native (ES-Na) of Era Swap Blockchain Network
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6P7r2bGn_kE
https://merkleswap.com/

Era Swap Wallet - CryptoCurrency Security Standard (CCSS) compliant Hierarchical
Deterministic decentralized web Wallet(HD Wallet) which supports storage of ES Native,
WES, Ethereum, and any ERC20 token.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KtMEXGDoY7M
https://eraswapwallet.com/

Visit Web 3.0 based -  https://www.eraswap.life/

1DAAP app - https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?
id=com.eraswaponeapp 
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Era Swap Life & 1DAAP are single sign-on gateway apps to Era Swap Ecosystem
Platforms, which have interlinked platforms of ecosystem incorporated and the
team is working every day to make it more seamless and user-friendly.

Era Swap Market Positioning 
With the inclusion of Blockchain in 2008, there are a total of 5 phases that have
occurred in Blockchain development. Phase 1 (2009-2012) was a Proof of concept
for Blockchain i.e., Bitcoin for niche adopters. With Phase 2 (2013-2014)
Blockchain was on infrastructure development that includes exchange, wallet,
custody & payment. In Phase 3 (2015-2017) deployment of smart contracts takes
place and the first application was created in financial use-cases which lets users
do micro-payment, remittance, and cross-border payment. Phase 4 (2017-2018)
was an exploratory phase that includes DApps, PCs, ICO. Blockchain got
validation in Phase 5 (2019-2020) with proven use-cases like successful DApps &
Blockchain Improvements. 

Phase 6 (2021 onwards) Era Swap stands to disrupt monopolies with continuous
development & innovation of competitive DApps with scalable & efficient
blockchain supported by Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO)
infrastructure.

Social Awareness – e Learning’
An initiative called “Build in Blockchain” Trained more than 5000 students free of
Cost on Blockchain Coding and 1600+ students Certified on Blockchain on
scholarship. In Memorandum of Understanding with 17 Engineering Colleges and
Universities for FDP and internal training. Developed curriculum for students,
faculty, and employees internal and external trainings with content development,
500 hours of video training and quiz’s on Blockchain, AI &ML, Deep Learning, IoT,
Networking and Ethical Hacking, Objective C & iOS, Digital Marketing, and
Software Testing.



Social Media Links
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/eraswap/ 

Linkedin - https://www.linkedin.com/company/eraswap/ 

Pinterest - https://www.pinterest.com/eraswapt/ 

YouTube - https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGCP4f5DF1W6sbCjS6y3T1g 

Instagram - https://www.instagram.com/eraswap/ 

Medium - https://medium.com/@eraswap

Reddit - https://www.reddit.com/user/EraSwap 

Tumbler - https://eraswap.tumblr.com/ 

Mix - https://mix.com/eraswap 

Twitter - https://twitter.com/EraSwapTech

Coinmarketcap - https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/era-swap/ 

Coingecko - https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/era-swap-token

Ethplorer - 

 https://ethplorer.io/address/0xef1344bdf80bef3ff4428d8becec3eea4a2cf574
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ERA SWAP ROAD MAP







Era Swap is a unique combination of multiple DApps integrated into one ecosystem
powered by One utility token and one decentralized Era Swap Blockchain Network to
become self-sustainable as the community is empowered to earn their rewards with their
own effort without any centralized authority. 
Era Swap Network (ESN) uses Proof of Stake (PoS) Consensus Mechanism - It is a fault-
tolerant mechanism used in Blockchain systems.
All the Staker should participate not just to earn profits but to protect the interest of the
ESN and their own long term Era Swap Stakings. 
Era Swap Network (ESN) is a decentralized Blockchain Network, and the growth of ESN is
solely dependent on the community and doesn’t depend on the Promoters/ Developers.
In ESN, a person can create liquidity with their own efforts and solely responsible for the
rewards generation.
Era Swap Network is an EVM-compatible sidechain attached to the Ethereum blockchain
through Plasma Framework. This allows off-chain processing of Era Swap Ecosystem
transactions and posting only the hash of the bunch to Ethereum. This greatly reduces the
high network fee and confirmation time issues faced by the current Era Swap Ecosystem
DApps deployed on Ethereum.
ESN is an EVM-compatible blockchain tailored to Era Swap Ecosystem  that improves the
user experience to a higher extent. Since by design, Plasma Framework makes the Era
Swap Network as secure as the Ethereum Network, user's funds on the network would be
secure as well.
Era Swap Network will help scale dApps of Era Swap Ecosystem to onboard the increasing
numbers of users and provide solutions for common man problems because it is efficient,
fast & affordable.
Era Swap utility token is subject to Market Risk. Every participant or purchaser of Era Swap
should rely completely upon external Market forces dictating the value of Era Swap
instead of relying on Promoters/Developers to enhance the value of Era Swap.
Era Swap is a decentralized utility token used for  the exchange of multi-utility products &
services which can have future demand for multiple utilities.
Era Swap Token is a carefully crafted Tokenomics where the community will be able to
participate and generate maximum benefits by maximizing its contribution.    
Era Swap Ecosystem uses Era Swap Blockchain Network to connect with multiple
platforms to exchange the value of services with community members.
Era Swap Ecosystem will welcome all Next technologies enthusiasts & Developers to come
and build their DApps on Era Swap Network and the leverage Era Swap ecosystem. Era
Swap is committed to create the largest spread of services, one can avail using utility
token.

ERA SWAP (ES)
CONCLUSION



Statuary Warning
Digital Assets are extremely high-risk, speculative products. Participants in Era Swap
Ecosystem (ESE) should be aware of the risks involved and fully consider before participating
in Digital assets whether it’s appropriate for you. Users should only participate if you are an
experienced investor with sophisticated knowledge of financial markets and you fully
understand the risks associated with digital assets. The Users are strongly advise to take
independent professional advice before making any investment or participating in any way.
Users should check what rules and protections apply to your respective jurisdictions before
investing or participating in any way. The Developers or Promoters will not compensate you
for any losses from trading, investment or participating in any way as it relies completely on
Market Forces. Users should read whitepaper carefully before participating and consider
whether these products or services are right for you. Era Swap Token is subject to Market
Risk. Please read Whitepaper, Terms & Conditions and policies of Era Swap Life and all the
utility platforms of Era Swap Ecosystem before participating.

Privacy Policy
The profile of all the members on the platform shall be explicitly confidential and not
disclosed to any other member of the platform unless express consent is sought by the
member. The KYC is mandatory in ESN to mitigate the risk of scammers who Perform Fake
KYC & Attempt to Create Multiple Wallets for conducting any malicious activity for
accumulating Tokens, Trading, or earning any rewards. Data will be held in a distributed
fashion. This is important to avoid the user data breaches that befall centralized databases.
The use of KYC (know your customer) is always a balance between the freedom of
anonymous use of Digital assets and the ability to interact with other businesses, banking
institutions, and all countries. We have made the decision to use KYC on all purchase of
tokens, distribution of AirDrop & Bounty for the good and long-term success of the ERA
SWAP community.

THANK YOU


